This paper studies the computationally difficult problem of evaluating the multiple integral representing the probability of a multivariate normal random vector, constrained to lie in a rectangular region. A 
Introduction
An extensive literature in econometrics and in numerical analysis (see Clark, 1961;  Daganzo, 1980; Davis and Rabinowitz, 1984; Dutt, 1973 Dutt, , 1976 Fishman, 1973;  Hammersley and Handscomb, 1964; Horowitz, Sparmonn, and Daganzo, 1981; Moran, 1984; Owen, 1956;  Rubinstein, 19$1; Stroud, 1971; and Thisted, 1988) has considered the problem of evaluating the multiple integral where V is an m-dimensional normal random vector with mean ~L, covariance matrix 5~., and density r~(r~ -~L, fl), and 1(V E B) is an indicator for the event B = {'f~< V < bl. A leading case of such an integral is the negative orthant probability, where B = IVIV < 01.
(Where convenient, I write P(B; ~, 0) as P(a, b; !-t..0), or when a = -00, as P(b; JJ.., Q). Note that P(b; ~, 0) == P(0; )JL -b, 0) is the cumulative multivariate normal distribution, also denoted N(b; )JL, f2). This setup covers all cases of interest, since components Vi for which both limits are infinite can be margined out analytically, and components Vi with at finite and = +00 can be converted to the previous case by a reversal of sign.) The problem is computationally difficult unless the dimension of the integral is less than four or the covariance matrix il has a special structure, such as a factorial structure with a small number of factors.
The multinomial probit (MNP) model, which is of particular interest in econometrics and biometrics for modeling discrete response behavior, has cell probabilities that are negative orthant probabilities, with )JL and o depending on unknown parameters and, in general, on covariates (e.g., McFadden, 1981 McFadden, , 1986 [1993] and Geweke, Keane, and Runkle [1993] .) Hajivassiliou (1993) Table 1 Simulators for P, ~~P, &copy;~P, V JLlog P, and V nlog P 
DERIVATIVES OF RECTANGLE PROBABILITIES
The derivatives of integral (1) with respect to }JL and Sc an be written These formulas imply where E~,~$ denotes expectation with respect to the conditional density n(v -w, SZ, B) _ )~(x~ E B)n(~ -~L, f2)/P(B; pL, fl). Note that Eqs. (2) and (3) are partial moments of the density, and (4) and (5) Modi (1988) .
The following gives a simple illustration without delving deeply into computer science issues. Of the 13 simulation algorithms studied, one that is highly vectorizable is CFS, because there exists complete independence between the generation of each draw. In contrast to this, the GSS method is highly nonvectorizable because, although it requires independent operations across different simulations, for a given simulation the operations are dependent in the Markov chain structure that defines the Gibbs resampling technique.
It is important to note that the PC Gauss results discussed in the previous section discriminate against methods like GSS that are not substantially vectorizable, because Gauss is particularly efficient for vector operations. In timings reported in Table 5 using Gauss, vec- torized Fortran, and nonvectorized Fortran codes, I confirm that methods that are difficult to vectorize then gain in relative speed. The impact of vectorization techniques on the performance of the simulation algorithms studied is potentially a very important issue.
To illustrate the differing degrees of vectorizability of algorithms, I present pseudo-code in matrix Gauss-like language for 3 of the 13 simulators considered here: CFS, GHK, and GSS. First, I give some notation:
Problem: Draw random deviates from the truncated density y* -N(MU, W ) such that A === y B . 
ct>-1(X).
As the following shows, the CFS algorithm requires only vector operations, without the need for any DOloops : In complete contrast to the two algorithms above, the GSS method cannot be vectorized to any significant degree: it requires three DO-loops, over simulations NR, Gibbs resamplings G, and dimension M. The key problem is that unlike M, which is &dquo;small,&dquo; the outer loops are &dquo;large&dquo; (over NR and G) . This is because Gibbs resamplings follow a Markov scheme, and are thus by nature not independent:
To investigate the impact differences in vectorizability have on the operational characteristics of the 13 simulators, I performed the following timing experiment. The 13 algorithms were run over all the 84 correlation/restriction configurations described above, and their computational performance was noted. Two different implementations of the algorithms were compared, the first in the (vectorized) Hajivassiliou, and McFadden (1990) ; Keane (1990) . * Mcfadden (1989) ; Pakes and Pollard (1989 Hajivassiliou, McFadden, and Ruud (1992) and presented results on the impact of vectorization on the relative computational performance of these simulation algorithms. I used several test problems to investigate the operational properties of the methods, focusing on RMSE rankings for a given expenditure of CPU time, and summarized the computational experience with them. I also examined the impact of increasing the number of simulations NR. I confirmed the main finding in Hajivassiliou, McFadden, and Ruud (1992) 
